Cultural and Activity Newsletter July 2021

Dear visiting scholars,

We have compiled different events and activities for the next weeks.

We hope you enjoy them and we are happy to know any other suggestions from you, as well as we are looking forward to hear any possible feedback, if you managed to visit or undertake one of these offers:

**Lust4Live**: Live performances are back in Heidelberg thanks to this Summer Festival that offers 10 days of live performances in different locations, starting July the 9th. There will be cultural offers for everyone: music, film, literature and visual arts. In addition, a Pop-Up stage will tour through the different districts The entry is free and you will find the programme via following link.

**Schlossfestspiele**: This year the famous theatre festival in the Heidelberg Castle can finally take place again! In the marvelous open-air settings in the castle and its garden you can see, for example, the representation of Dracula among other plays. You will find the complete programme here.

**Neckarorte**: Four new Neckar-places have been inaugurated recently where you can linger during the next five weekends. The aim of this pop-up lounges is to bring the citizens closer to the river by offering there cultural events, drinks and foods in following places: Alte Brücke, Iqbalufer, Neckarauer and Römerbad. There, you can take part at yoga sessions, enjoy a movie or listen to music, for example. A perfect plan for the summer days!